For 3-D object recognition it is useful to partition the viewing hemisphere of an object into areas of similar views, termed view bubbles. I generate view bubbles by tracking local object features in the form of Gabor wavelet responses to the east, west, north, and south direction until a termination condition is met. I examine two termination conditions: First, the starting view is compared directly to other views on the hemisphere, and the boundaries of the view bubble are reached if a similarity threshold is reached. Second, the starting view is compared to a view interpolated from other views. I use two different similarity functions. One takes the phases of the Gabor responses into account, the other does not. For each condition the areas of the resulting view bubbles are calculated. Two major results are obtained: 1. The similarity of a view to an interpolated view is larger than to either of both views from which the interpolation was calculated. 2. The influence of the phases on the similarity is diminished by interpolation.
Introduction
For the purpose of 3-D object recognition the viewing hemisphere of an object can be partitioned into areas of similar views, termed view bubbles. The preprocessing and the generation of view bubbles is described in (Peters et al., 1999) . Each image of the hemisphere is preprocessed by a gray level segmentation described in (Vorbrüggen, 1995) . Then a grid graph is put on the object. Each vertex of the graph is labeled with Gabor wavelet responses, which provide a local description of the surroundings of the vertex. Such a local descriptor -(called jet) consists of amplitudes i a and phases i φ for each wavelet i and allows the tracking of the vertex from one view to a neighbouring view by a phase-based disparity estimation. This is described in (Maurer & Malsburg, 1995) .
Generation of View Bubbles
For each view of the hemisphere I create the affiliated view bubble by tracking the grid graph to the east, west, north, and south direction on the viewing hemisphere until a termination condition is met. If (i, j) is the view for which I want to create the view bubble I track the graph representing view (i, j) to the views (i-1, j) and (i+1, j) and examine the termination condition for them. If it is not yet fulfilled, I track the graph to the views (i-2, j) and (i+2, j). I stop this procedure until the termination condition is met. By doing the same for the northsouth direction I obtain four views (i-n, j), (i+n, j) , (i, j-m) , and (i, j+m) on the hemisphere, which define the view bubble for the starting view. To depict a view bubble I draw an ellipse through these four views (see figure 1) . view (79, 14) view ( 
Termination Conditions
I examine two termination conditions: In the first case, the boundaries of the view bubbles are reached if the similarities of the current tracked east and west view (resp. north and south view) to the starting view are below a preset threshold (condition SIM). In the second case, I interpolate the Gabor responses of the east and west view (resp. north and south view) and stop tracking if the similarity of the interpolated view to the starting view is below the threshold (condition INT).
I use two different similarity functions for either condition:
takes the phases of the complex wavelet responses into account,
This results in four conditions: SIM/PHASE, SIM/NO_PHASE, INT/PHASE, and INT/NO_PHASE. For each condition I choose the same similarity threshold. I calculate view bubbles for each view of the viewing hemisphere. Then I compare the areas of the resulting view bubbles (i.e., the areas of the ellipses described above) for each condition.
Results
The distribution of the areas of view bubbles are depicted for all four conditions for the object "Tom" in figure 2 . Light values encode large view bubbles, dark values represent small bubbles. 
I obtain two main results:
• The INT/PHASE condition provides larger bubbles than the SIM/PHASE condition for the majority of views. The interpolation from two unsimilar views retrieves similarity to the center view, i.e., the similarity of the center view to the interpolated view is larger than the similarity to either of both views from which the interpolated view was calculated (see figure 3). • The INT/NO_PHASE condition provides exactly the same view bubbles as the INT/PHASE condition, which means that the phases are useless for the generation of view bubbles. The influence of the phases on the similarity is diminished by interpolation.
The condition SIM/NO_PHASE provides the largest view bubbles of all conditions, but the correspondences of the tracked object features become poor at the periphery of the view bubbles, in contrast to the other conditions where the vertices of the tracked graphs remain at corresponding object features even at the boundaries of the view bubbles (see figure 3 again).
As a side-effect centers of areas of large view bubbles can be regarded as canonical views (see figure 4). 
